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ABSTRACT

Wave Digital Filters (WDF) [1] are a popular approach for virtual analog modeling [2]. They provide a computationally efficient way to simulate lumped physical systems with well-studied numerical properties. Recent work by Werner et al. [3, 4] enables the use of WDFs to model systems with complicated topologies and multiple multiport nonlinearities, to a degree not previously known.

We present an efficient, portable, modular, and open-source C++ library for real-time Wave Digital Filter modeling: RT-WDF [5]. The library allows a WDF to be specified in an object-oriented tree with the same structure as a WDF tree and implements the most recent advances in the field. We give an architectural overview and introduce the main concepts of operation on three separate case studies: a switchable attenuator, the Bassman tone stack, and a common-cathode triode amplifier. It is further shown how to expand the existing set of non-linear models to encourage custom extensions.

Index Terms—wave digital filter, software, real time, virtual analog modeling, multiple nonlinearities

1. INTRODUCTION

There are numerous methods for virtual analog modeling of analog audio circuits on a digital system. While some of them operate in the Kirchhoff i–v domain with (non)-linear state space models [6, 7], the framework presented in this paper operates in the wave domain.

Though historically developed for the design of digital implementations of analog ladder/lattice filters, Wave Digital Filters (WDF) [1] have in recent years become a popular approach to virtual analog circuit modeling [2]. WDFs benefit from well-studied numerical properties and stability conditions. They have been used to successfully model lumped systems, including mechanical systems, electromechanical systems, and especially electronic circuits.

Among other benefits, they are attractive to algorithm developers due to their modularity, and desirable numerical behavior [1]. The efficiency of WDFs make real-time simulation a possibility.

In this paper, we present the modular Real Time Wave Digital Filter C++ software library: RT-WDF [5]. This library allows for more computationally efficient WDF simulation than existing frameworks and, most importantly, incorporates the field’s recent theoretical advancements. The goal of this paper is not to exhaustively document every feature of the library, but to introduce its main principles of operation and demonstrate its application to representative circuits. Full documentation accompanies the source code (see Section 8).

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews recent theoretical advances and existing circuit simulation software packages. Section 3 gives an overview of the RT-WDF library. Section 4 details the use of the library to simulate representative circuits: a switchable attenuator, the Fender Bassman tone stack, and a common cathode triode amplifier. Section 5 compares the performance of the RT-WDF library with SPICE [8] and Matlab [9], Section 6 concludes and presents an outlook on future work.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

2.1. Recent Theoretical Advances

Recent work by Werner et al. [4] vastly expanded the class of circuits that could be systematically modeled with WDF to include those with complex topologies as well as multiport linear elements [3]. This approach has been successfully applied to model op-amps at various degrees of complexity [10] and has recently been extended to accommodate multiple non-adaptable linear elements [11].

These topological advances also yielded a general method for handling circuits with multiple nonlinearities [4] with WDFs, previously restricted to a special case. In this formulation, the nonlinearities are solved via table lookup [4] or iteration. Properties of Newton-based iterative approaches are studied in [12] and applied to a complex preamplifier circuit involving four nonlinear triode tubes in [13].

One of the main motivations for the creation of the RT-WDF library was to provide a reference implementation of these theoretical advances, which are not represented in existing software packages.

2.2. Existing Software Packages

Apart from generic signal processing environments like Matlab, platforms for systematically implementing real-time virtual analog and physical modeling algorithms in the wave domain have existed for more than a decade now. A review of some of the packages mentioned here can be found in [14].

Even though it was not specifically designed for WDFs, BlockCompiler [15] was one of the first environments which was used for their implementation [16].

An approach more specifically tailored to WDFs was a program called BCT with its own GUI to graphically arrange and configure circuit elements in binary connection trees [17].

Both software packages are reviewed together with case studies in [16]. One advantage of BlockCompiler is its ability to generate optimized C-code of algorithms whereas an advantage of BCT...
Figure 1: General RT-WDF framework overview: (a) involved classes and their dependencies, (b) high level functions involved to initialize and run a WDF structure, (c) call graph of a simple WDF root implementation, (d) call graph of a nonlinear root with iterative solver.

3. FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW

The framework presented in this paper comes in the form of a publicly available library written in C++. This ensures compatibility with popular frameworks for audio applications like JUCE [24] and audio plugin APIs such as LV2, VST, AU and AAX. It also allows for a structure of hierarchical classes that clearly reflect WDF tree topologies and thus also serves an educational purpose to access the field. Linear algebra functionality is supplied by the third-party Armadillo library [25] and all example circuits (see Section 8) are implemented in a standalone host written in JUCE.

An overview of the class structure is given in Figure 1a. Within RT-WDF, the two main elements in all WDF structures are wdfTreeNode and wdfRoot. Every WDF tree consists of one or more subtrees that are formed by adaptors and leafs as extensions of wdfTreeNode. These parallel (P), series (S) and rigid (R) adaptors scatter the waves correctly between the root and the leafs. The leafs represent linear electrical components such as resistors, reactances and non-ideal sources which are the endpoints of each branch. The other end of such a subtree is connected to a wdfRoot embodying the unadapted circuit components. If these unadapted elements have a closed-form wave domain description they can be implemented as a wdfRootNode. Nonlinear elements without closed-form representations are implemented as an nlModel which is solved iteratively using an nlSolver.

A particular WDF implementation of a circuit with all its adaptors, components and root elements is contained in a user-implemented extension of the wdfTree class, the application specific wdfApplTree. This class contains all elements and circuit values and provides the API necessary to operate the WDF towards the host application. The required sequence and call graph of these standard methods can be seen in Figure 1b. All functions are init-
ated from the host by calling methods on such a wdfApplTree object as shown in Listing 1.

These methods clearly divide into setup and processing tasks. The first step after instantiation of an wdfApplTree is initialization, accomplished by calling initTree(). This method itself calls the recursive createPorts() function on the entry nodes of the subtrees extending from the root node. This assigns each tree node its up- and down-facing wdfPort object which keeps track of wave values and port resistances. Setting the sample rate is necessary for the next step, adaptPorts(), as the adaptation of reactive elements depends on the sample rate \( f_s = 1/T \).

```cpp
1 //create wdf
2 wdfApplTree myWdfTree( );
3
4 //set up wdf
5 myWdfTree->initTree( );
6 myWdfTree->setSamplerate( Fs );
7 myWdfTree->adaptTree( );
8
9 //process samples
10 for ( int n=0; n<numSamples; n++ ){
11     myWdfTree->setInValue( inSamples[n] );
12     myWdfTree->cycleWave( );
13     double outSample[n] = myWdfTree->getOutValue( );
14 }
```

Listing 1: High level usage of a user-implemented WDF structure from a host.

Listing 2 illustrates the pattern of recursive function calls that traverse a subtree from the root to the leaves by considering the example of the adaptPorts() function.

The adaptation is carried out by first traversing down to the leafs, calculating their up-facing port resistances and then successively passing them on to the parent nodes while keeping also these parent nodes always adapted towards the root. Similar recursive schemes are implemented for example in pullWaveUp() and pushWaveDown() too.

```cpp
1 double wdfTreeNode::adaptPorts( double T ]{
2     for ( wdfPort* dport : downPorts ){
3         dport->Rp = dport->connectedNode->adaptPorts( T );
4     }
5     upPort->Rp = calculateUpRes( T );
6     return upPort->Rp;
7 }
```

Listing 2: Recursive adaptation of the tree.

After initialization, processing of each audio sample in the WDF is initiated by three function calls: setInValue(), cycleWave() and getOutValue(). The first and the latter have to be overwritten by the user in wdfApplTree to correctly assign the input value to the desired source component and collect the output value correctly. Cycling the wave is readily implemented in the wdfTree base class as shown in Listing 3.

This listing illustrates the concept of subtrees that hang off the root and again utilizes recursive methods to push and pull wave components to and from all of the leafs of the tree. The tree nodes which are connected to the root are handled as subtree entry nodes and act as the starting point of recursive traversals.

Between pulling and pushing, ascending wave components are processed in the root as specified in wdfApplTree and the result is returned as descending waves. The different root configurations are explained in detail with examples in Sections 4.1–4.3. The object and method dependencies of a root with a single un-adapted one-port (wdfRootSimple) and one with multiple nonlinearities (wdfRootNL) are shown in Figure 1c/1d respectively. Of course it is worth noting that all these function calls and their dependencies are hidden from the host application and the user-implemented application tree by using a strong hierarchical approach and exposing the internal behaviour of the library only via a few generic high level functions and constructors.

```cpp
1 void wdfTree::cycleWave( {}{
2     int treeNo = 0;
3     for ( wdfTreeNode* subtree : subtreeEntryNodes ){
4         (*ascWaves)[treeNo++] = subtree->pullWaveUp( );
5     }
6     root->processAscendingWaves( ascWaves, descWaves );
7     treeNo = 0;
8    for ( wdfTreeNode* subtree : subtreeEntryNodes ){
9        subtree->pushWaveDown( (*descWaves)[treeNo++]);
10    }
```

Listing 3: WDF cycle wave function.

4. EXAMPLES

This section contains three example circuits that have been modeled using RT-WDF to create real time audio algorithms. The host application is based on JUCE, which readily provides all audio input and output functionality in a callback function by default and allows the simple creation of graphical user interfaces.

The examples are chosen to highlight several modular concepts of the framework and introduce the three available root types in detail.

4.1. Switchable Attenuator

The first example illustrates the usage of the wdfRootSimple object, which supports a single unadapted one-port element at the root. The circuit under examination is a switchable attenuator (Figure 2a) that consists of a voltage source \( V_{in} \), a resistive voltage divider formed by \( R_1 \) & \( R_2 \) and a switch \( SW_1 \) to short the upper resistor \( R_1 \). This circuit could obviously also be modeled with less sophisticated approaches than WDF but we chose it here to introduce the library’s main concepts on a simple example.

To turn this circuit into its WDF representation, all independent nodes and elements are first labeled with a letter and a digit respectively. These nodes, elements and their interconnections are transformed into a graph representing the circuit (Figure 2b). The graph separation techniques of [26] are applied, after which the graph is transformed into an SPQR tree (Figure 2c). This tree directly yields the WDF representation of the circuit. It consists of adaptors \( P_1 \) and \( S_1 \) that were introduced by the replacement graphs and the circuit elements \( SW_1, V_{in}, R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) (Figure 2d). Listing 4 shows the extensions of the wdfTree class necessary to model this particular circuit in RT-WDF. Such a class always begins with the declaration of pointers for all adapted tree nodes involved, in this case for the resistors \( R_1, R_2 \), voltage source \( V_{in} \) and adaptors \( S_1 \) and \( P_1 \). The switch \( SW_1 \) is a non-adaptable but linear

\[ \frac{V_{in}}{V_{out}} = \frac{R_2}{R_1 + R_2} \]
The constructor of the class begins with the creation of the tree and root nodes. Adapted elements are created and initialized according to their physical parameters and the unadapted switch is initialized to be ‘open’. The next step is conceptually important: the pointer to the single subtree entry node needs to be stored in a wdfTree base class member, subtreeEntryNodes. It is used to initiate recursive calls that traverse the subtrees as described in Section 3 and Listing 3. The pointer to the root node SW1 is handed over to the root’s constructor to register it as the root element. The pointer to this root is stored in another member of the base class, the root pointer.

The initialization of the WDF elements is followed by the required definitions of the functions setInValue() and getOutValue(), virtual methods of the wdfTree base class. They are used to set and get the input and output samples. Input samples can usually be directly set as voltages or currents of sources. Output samples are retrieved as (a combination of) port voltages or currents for which the port object holds a getPortVoltage() and getPortCurrent() function. In this case the voltage from the up-facing port of Res2 is collected, which is the voltage across resistor $R_2$. The last method demonstrates the ability to further extend the base class to manipulate individual circuit elements: setParams() implements the switching functionality of our circuit. It can be called at runtime between samples to effectively configure the reflection coefficient of the root element on the fly. This functionality is necessary to model the circuit in Figure 2a in RT-WDF. The resulting wdfAttenTree class can now be operated as shown in Listing 1 as a real time algorithm.

4.2. Bassman Tone Stack

The second example makes use of the wdfRootRtype class, which allows multiport adaptors with arbitrary topologies in the form of an $R$-type adaptor at the root. The Fender Bassman tone stack circuit is taken as an example as it is well studied [27] and has a rigid topology that has only recently been supported in WDFs [3]. The circuit’s schematic as well as graph, tree- and WDF-representations are shown in Figure 3. The same process as in the first example is carried out to transform the circuit into an SPQR tree\(^2\). The additional step here is to capture the rigid connections between the subtree ports of the $R$-type adaptor in a scattering matrix $S$ using instantaneous Thévenin port equivalents [3] and modified nodal analysis (MNA) [28].

Listing 5 shows an excerpt of the implementation of the circuit. The setup of the tree nodes is similar to the previous example and not repeated here. Three extra steps must be carried out to set up the $R$-type root: in contrast to the former example, this time six subtrees need to be registered with their respective entry nodes. These are pointers to the six elements that are directly connected to the $R$-type adaptor at the root, namely $V_{in}$, $R_3$, $S_2$, $S_3$, $C_2$, $R_4$ and $C_3$. Secondly, the root object must be created with the number of subtrees as a parameter. This ensures sufficient memory allocation for the scattering matrix $S$ within the root. In the last step the setRootMatrData() function is over-written. This is an empty function in the wdfTree base class and needs to be implemented for specific root class types, including the one used here. Within this function, a matData struct is configured to hold the correct values for all required matrices in the root. setRootMatrData() is called by adaptTree() if the current root requires it. For the $R$-type root, the $S$mat member of this

---

\(^2\)The $R$-type adaptor is chosen here as the root of the tree. It could also reside further down as a tree node adaptor, but this requires an inherent adaptation rule for the up-facing port that depends on the topology and the down-facing port resistances. See [3] for an example.
Figure 3: Deriving a WDF adaptor structure for the Fender Bassman tone stack: a) circuit, b) graph, c) SPQR tree, d) WDF adaptor structure. Modified from [3]

struct needs to be correctly initialized to embody the scattering behaviour. Dynamic coefficients that depend on the $R$-type adapter port resistances are supported and enable the user to vary component values in the subtrees (thus affecting the circuit’s behaviour) in real time during operation. This functionality is utilized in the code resources of this example.

At the end of the listing, the composition of the output voltage is shown in detail again to demonstrate the flexibility to collect several voltages across circuit elements and adaptors.

4.3. Common Cathode Triode Amplifier

The final example highlights the ability of the RT-WDF library to handle multiple/multiport Kirchhoff-nonlinearities in circuits via the wdfRootNL and nlModel classes. Here we model the common cathode triode tube amplifier shown in Figure 4a which has been studied for example in [29] as well. The results of recent WDF research [3, 4] to support arbitrary topologies enable us to extend the model from [29] to include the parasitic capacitances $C_{gk}, C_{gr}$ and $C_{pk}$ as well as continuously evaluated triode grid current $I_g$. Deriving the WDF adaptor structure is again accomplished as in the previous two examples, the result of which is shown in Figure 4b. The extension of the wdfTree class for this circuit again implements all elements and their topology in the form of tree nodes and registers all subtree entry nodes (not shown).

Listing 5: (partial) Bassman Tone Stack tree class with multiple subtrees and root matrix data update function.

Listing 6: (partial) Common Cathode Triode Amplifier tree class with nonlinear root element and appropriate root matrix data update function.

The root is created as a wdfRootNL object with the number of subtrees, a vector to specify the nonlinear models and the desired
The model is described by Equations (1a)–(1c) with perveances $G$, $G_k$, adaption factors $C_i$, $C_k$ and positive exponents $\gamma$, $\xi$. The nonlinear two port model is defined in terms of the port voltages $v_{pk} = v_p - v_k$, $v_{gk} = v_g - v_k$ and port currents $i_p, i_g$. To be used with the Newton solver in this library, it is desirable that the modeling equations are continuously differentiable with respect to their port voltages in a region around the solution and the Jacobian must be invertible [12].

\[
\begin{align*}
    i_k &= G \cdot \left[ \log \left( 1 + \exp \left( C \cdot \left( \frac{1}{\mu} \cdot v_{pk} + v_{gk} \right) \right) \right) \right] \\
    i_{g} &= G_{g} \cdot \left[ \log \left( 1 + \exp \left( C_{g} \cdot v_{gk} \right) \right) \right] + i_{0} \\
    i_{p} &= i_k - i_{g}
\end{align*}
\] (1)

In general, these nonlinear model objects are managed by the \textit{nlNewtonSolver} as shown in Figure 1a/1d. They always consist of a \textit{calculate()} function that reflects the physical behavior and a \textit{getNumPorts()} method in the base class for housekeeping.

```c
1 12AX7TwModel::12AX7TwModel()
2  : nModel (2)
3 }
4 }
5 void 12AX7TwModel::calculate( vec* FNL, mat* JNL,
6  vec* v, int* port )
7 {
8  double Vpk = x->at( +port );
9  double Vgk = x->at( (+port)+1 );
10  // calculate triode currents & their derivatives
11  // and assign them to the vector / matrix entries
12  ... 
13 ...
14 fNL->at( *port ) = Ip;
15 JNL->at( (*port), (*port) ) = dIp_dVpk;
16 JNL->at( (*port), ((*port)+1) ) = dIp_dVpk;
17 JNL->at( ((*port)+1), (*port) ) = dIg_dVpk;
18 JNL->at( ((*port)+1), ((*port)+1) ) = dIg_dVpk;
19 ...
20 ...
21 ...
22 (port) = (+port)+getNumPorts();
23 }
24 }
```

Listing 7: Implementation of the nonlinear 12AX7 triode model.

\[
 f_{NL}(v) = \begin{bmatrix} i_p \\ i_g \end{bmatrix} \text{ with } v = \begin{bmatrix} v_{pk} \\ v_{gk} \end{bmatrix}
\] (2)

and its Jacobian matrix

\[
 J_{NL} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial i_p}{\partial v_{pk}} & \frac{\partial i_p}{\partial v_{gk}} \\ \frac{\partial i_g}{\partial v_{pk}} & \frac{\partial i_g}{\partial v_{gk}} \end{bmatrix}
\] (3)

The Newton Solver iteratively evaluates its specified models for each sample, converging towards a solution of the nonlinear system within a certain tolerance. This solution is then transformed back into the wave domain and returned as descending waves from the root down into the subtrees.

It must be noted that modeling of any nonlinear part in a circuit may introduce drastic aliasing and sufficient oversampling might be necessary to achieve the desired spectral results in the output signal [13]. Also, care must be taken that the selected physical models meet certain criteria in the operating range of the circuit or signal [13].

5. PERFORMANCE

All three example circuits from Sections 4.1–4.3 were also implemented in the \textit{SPICE} distribution \textit{LTSpice} and a CCRMA-internal object-oriented Matlab WDF framework. \textit{RT-WDF} and \textit{Matlab} WDF simulations were performed at double precision and a sample rate of $f_s = 44,100$ Hz. \textit{LTSpice} simulations were carried out as a transient analysis with waveform compression disabled. All parameters were left at their default values except \texttt{OPTIONS numdgt=10} to enable internal double precision too. The maximum time step was set to \texttt{tmax = 20 us} $\approx 1/f_s$.

All processing times were captured on a laptop computer from 2013 with Intel i7 2.4 GHz CPU (4 cores) and 8GB RAM running OS X 10.11.4. The \textit{RT-WDF} binaries were built with Apple
We presented the modular WDF C++ library RT-WDF [5] which implements recent research advances in the field. It provides great opportunities for both researchers and audio algorithm developers to approach WDFs for analog modeling of lumped systems.

Due to its custom tailored codebase it greatly decreases computational demands compared to other implementations and is portable to many hardware platforms. Many classic WDF elements (such as resistors, capacitors, parallel and series adapters, etc.) are already implemented in the library and future extensions can be easily added due to its strictly modular, hierarchical approach.

The authors encourage and highly appreciate contributions to the codebase to keep up with current research and further improve the performance of the library.
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## 8. RESOURCES

The GNU GPL licensed version of the RT-WDF library as well as a reference documentation and examples can be found on GitHub at [www.github.com/m-rest/rt-wdf](http://www.github.com/m-rest/rt-wdf).
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